ABSTRACT A measurement of the plus/minus ratio for the production of pions by alpha particles incident on carbon nuclei has been carried out to test the charge symmetry hypothesiso Employing ~n experimental procedure which eliminates residual errors in geometry, etco, the ratio was found to be Oo72 ~ _Ool7o The alpha particle energy was 375 Mev and the meson energy was 15 Mev observed at 90° to the beamo Coulomb effects are expected to bring about a depression of the production ratio from unity of about this magnitude. The experimental result, therefore, provides support for the charge symmetry hypothesiso As supplementary information the same apparatus was used to measure the pion plus/minus ratio for 330 Mev protons incident on carbona The ratio found was 5o4 :.t Oo8o * Present address: Department of Natural Philosophy, The University, Glasgow, Scotland.
-3- and it was a~sumed that 73 percent of the rr-mesons produced stars in the Ilford C2 emulsion employe~ Practically complete discrimination was obtained between one prong stars and 7'r-,.u.decays, in the few cases where ambiguity existed, by -5= UCRL-1991 grain countingo All doubtful events were studied by two or more observerso To reduce the coulomb barrier effect~ another experiment at higher meson energy (-;::::. 30 Mev) was carried outo The· meson yield was so low in this case, however, that the experiment was impracticalo
DISCUSSION
The experimental ratio is significantly near unity, but at the same time the probability is low that true value may actually be as hi~ as unityo For every process leading to the production of a positive meson, this experimental arrangement provides a mirror process leading to the production of a negative mesono Aside from slight binding energy differences of the mirror disintegration products~ coulomb effects are the only ones which would cause the experimental ratio to deviate from unity if the hypothesis is valido In this case they tend to depress the ratioo The effect of the barrier was first observed by one of the writers4 who investigated the alpha particle plus/minus ratio at 0° as a function of target atomic number for mesons having very low kinetic energies in the effective center of mass systemc For targets of high atomic number the coulomb effect was shown to be profoundo In th~ present experiment, however~ the meson energy is several times greater than the barrier heighto In addition the effective barrier height must be somewhat reduced by the fact that the sy~tem of nucleons, while the meson is escaping 9 is rapidly disintegratingo To estimate correctly the effect of the barrier on the ratio under these conditions offers 
